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CONTEXT
▪ Two critical issues:  
 1) Adoption in Metadata Guidelines 
 2) Adoption by Repositories Software Platforms! 
We need prototype implementations… plugins, patch's… to 
boost the implementation of the COAR vocabularies! 
▪ E.g.: EPrints plugin: mapping EPrints types to COAR Resource Types: http://
bazaar.eprints.org/422/ and tested eg. In E-LIS repository. 
▪ Dspace Prototype implementation provided by University of Minho
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OAI interface or 
API
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Based on DSpace software analysis, there are two main 
possibilities to implement the COAR controlled vocabularies:
Option 1 -  Dropdown (list) 
This option includes a dropdown list of 
the fields to allow the submitter to 
select one option. 
Option 2 - Controlled Vocabularies 
functionality
This option uses the internal 
functionality of DSpace of controlled 
vocabularies to present the COAR 
types. 
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Controlled Vocabulary 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Controlled Vocabulary in DSpace
DSpace supports controlled vocabularies 
– search and submission process. 
•Supported controlled vocabularies are 
expressed in a simple XML format 
(“DSpace node schema”). 
•All information about a term is enclosed 
in a <node> element.  
•Only the expression of a hierarchical 
relationship is allowed through the use of 
the <isComposedBy> subelement. 
•By using <hasNote> a simple annotation 
mechanism becomes possible.
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Dropdown (list) 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DSpace Input Forms
Can be implemented in DSpace by declaring one separate <form-
definition> for each community inside the input-forms.xml file.  
• form-map 
–<name-map collection-handle=“1111/33333" form-name=“book" /> 
–Solution to adapt and simplify the input forms per type 
Item View 
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Table: describes the needed changes for each implementation in Dspace
10
Dspace Option 1 - Dropdown Option 2 - Controlled Vocabularies
Submission 
process
Change value pairs on the input-forms.xml Use Controlled Vocabularies functionality 
Recorded info saves the codes (e.g.: c_ecc8) saves the text string (e.g.: text::book)
Item type Display shows the coded type shows text string
OAI-PMH Doesn’t require conversion 
  
Recommend to modify COAR code to Driver 
types label if needed
Use XOAI to map information (text strings to code)
API Rest Output - Nothing to do, the COAR code is 
exposed
Rest Output - Develop a mapping  
Requires development in dspace-rest
SWORD ingest 
(v1 or v2)
Analyse and modify existing mapping (same for 
option 1 or 2)
Analyse and modify existing mapping (same for option 
1 or 2)
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How to encode in  
Provide at least two values 
• the concept-URI 
• a label that belongs to the concept
http://purl.org/coar/resource_type/c_6501
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Dspace OAI interface
•Context (set) OpenAIRE 
Change info:eu-repo name space 
Expose dc:type = COAR purl
http://purl.org/coar/resource_type/c_6501
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+ info (documentation):
•Mapping COAR Types / Driver Types 
– https://www.coar-repositories.org/activities/repository-interoperability/wiki/info-eu-
repo/  
•Management of Collections 
– E.g. RCAAP (to-do-list) 
•Local Types implementation Cenario 
– E.g. RepositóriUM (UMinho) 
How to implement: https://github.com/coar-repositories/vocabularies  (work in progress)

















1) Resource Types Internal mapping 
Note: 
Recently moved from Driver types to  
serve the UMinho evaluation system. 
Mapping: 
Driver types > RepositóriUM types >> COAR 
resources types 
  































COAR resource types exposure via OAI
https://repositorium.sdum.uminho.pt/oai/coar?verb=GetRecord&metadataPrefix=oai_dc&identifier=oai:repositorium.sdum.uminho.pt:
1822/43317 
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Some gaps or needed improvements…
•Prototype implementation by default in Dspace 7 (really 
needed!) 
– Same option for Eprints, etc. (?) 
•Availability of an API to be used by the software platforms 
installations, to: 
–  transform concepts from SKOS into XML Schema 
–  facilitate the automatic translation (language selection) of the label 
–  implement vocabulary versions 
•Who maintains/sustains the services... (?)
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Thank You!
About COAR Controlled Vocabularies 
http://purl.org/coar/igcv 
vocabularies@coar-repositories.org
pedroprincipe@sdum.uminho.pt 
